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! To understand what influences autistic youths’ 
understanding of autism.

! I expect to replicate a pattern observed by Riccio and 
colleagues, which is that teens whose parents told them 
of their autism will describe it more positively.

! I hypothesize that higher inductive logic skills, detail 
orientation, grammatical reasoning, self-determination 
and age will be associated with increased autism 
understanding.

The gender makeup of the participants was 95% (35) males and 5% 
(5) females.

Racial Makeup of Participants (N=40)
__________________________________________________________________________
Race/Ethnicity Percentage of  sample (n)
____________________________________________________

White 52.5% (21)
Black 10% (4)
Latino 17.5% (7)
Asian 7.5% (3)
Mixed race 2.5% (1)
Did not answer 7.5% (3)
_____________________________________________________
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**=<.005, *=<0.05

Parent Surveys:
! One open-ended question was coded using content 

analysis: “What have you told your teenager about their 
diagnosis/diagnoses?”

Student Interviews:
! Teens completed semi-structured interviews at the 

beginning and end of a two week summer program. 
! I will be coding four questions from the pretest 

interviews, e.g., “What is autism?”
Self-Determination Survey:
! Students completed 11 items from the Self-Determination 

Inventory-Student Report.4
Cognitive Assessments:
! Students completed three tasks from Cambridge Brain 

Sciences: Odd One Out (fluid intelligence), Feature Match 
(perceptual abilities), and Grammatical Reasoning (verbal 
reasoning).

Participant Information

Coding of Parental Related Disclosure Percentage

Child Knows They Have Autism 37.5%

Child Knows They Have a Challenge# 12.1%

Parent Told Child about Unique Characteristic 72.7%

SC: Parent Told Child They Have Autism 40.6%

SC: Parent Describes Characteristics of Their 

Child They Told Them

40.6%

SSC: Parent Told Child They Have Positive 

Qualities

12.5%

SSC: Parent Told Child They Have Challenges 15.6%

SSC: Parent Told Child They Have Neutral 

Differences

18.8%

Mention of Formal/Informal Supports 11.8%

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

1. Parent says child is 
aware of autism

2. SC: Told Autism .035

3. Odd One Out .231 .275

4. Feature Match .109 .260 .545*

5. Grammatical 
Reasoning

-.066 .512* .407 .646**

6. Age -.221 .384* .187 .370 .235

7. Self-determination -.136 -.088 -.359* -.411 -.337 .063

! Research has shown that parents choosing to tell their 
autistic teens about their child’s autism has positive 
effects on their child’s perception of autism 1. 

! However, there is no research on relationships between 
a teen’s understanding of autism, self-determination, 
executive functioning, and reasoning.

! Self-understanding is a key aspect of self-
determination.2 Prior research has shown that autistic 
teens struggle with self-determination.3

! While no research has linked cognitive skills to autism 
understanding, my own experiences suggest a 
connection. I used cognitive skills to deduce my own 
diagnosis. 

! Parents commonly told their teenager they (the teenager) 
had unique characteristics, but less commonly told them 
about neutral differences or challenges.

! Parents were more likely to tell their teenager they were 
autistic if they were older or if they had better reasoning 
skills; this may be because the children are able to 
extrapolate self-characteristics and come to terms with 
their autism.

! There was an unexpected correlation between self-
determination and odd one out; the higher one’s fluid 
intelligence, the less self-determination they reported.

! Limitations to this study include the small sample 
(autistic teens from a workshop) and the lack of gender 
diversity.

! Future research should incorporate teens and parents 
from other sources as well as increase the gender 
diversity of the sample (male, female, other).
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